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A group variety V defined by a set of words V is called monotone if for
any two normal subgroups R and S of an absolutely free group of arbitrary
 .  .rank greater than one the inclusion V S : V R implies S : R. In 1965,
w x  .  .P. M. Neumann 4 proved that if V R s V F for some proper normal
subgroup R of a nonabelian free group F, then V is the variety of all
w xgroups. In 1967, M. A. Bronshtein 1 showed that every variety which is
not the variety of all groups is monotone. In view of this, the following
w xquestion raised by Hanna Neumann 3, Problem 20 is very intriguing: does
 .  .V R s V F for some proper subgroup R of a nonabelian free group F
 .imply that V is the variety of all groups? Let l T denote the length of a
shortest nontrivial element of a subset T of F in terms of some fixed set of
 w x.free generators of F. The following statement proved by T. Taylor see 2
closely relates to this question. If R is a proper subgroup of F, and if
  ..   ..l V F s l V F , where F stands for the free group of infinite rank,` `
 .  .then the equation V R s V F entails that V is the variety of all groups.
 .  .In particular, if R is a proper subgroup of F and V R s V F , then V` `
w xis the variety of all groups. Therefore, besides Problem 20 in 3 , Hanna
 .Neumann writes down another question Problem 19 : does there exist a
 .verbal subgroup V F such that for some k ) 1 a shortest nontrivial`
 .element of V F , where F is the free group of rank k, is longer than ak k
 .shortest nontrivial element of V F ?`
 .In this paper we prove that there exists a word w x, y, z in three
variables such that a shortest nontrivial element of the verbal subgroup of
 .F defined by w x, y, z is shorter than a shortest nontrivial element of the3
verbal subgroup of F defined by the same word. Clearly, this gives the2
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w xaffirmative answer to Problem 19 from 3 . The main result of this paper
w xwas announced in 7 .
We put
n nn n n nd d d d d d d dw x¨ s ¨ x , y , z s x , y , y , z , y , z , z , x , .
100w xu s u x , y s x , y , .
w x , y , z s u«1¨ nq1u« 2 ¨ nq2 ??? u«h¨ nqh , .
 .where h ' 0 mod 10 , « s « s « s « s « s 1,10 kq1 10 kq2 10 kq3 10 kq5 10 kq6
« s « s « s « s « s y1, k s 0, 1, . . . , hr10 kq4 10 kq7 10 kq8 10 kq9 10 kq10
10 y 1, and d, n, h are sufficiently large natural numbers chosen with
w xrespect to the restrictions that are introduced in Chapter 7 of 5 .
< < 5 5Let p denote the length of the reduced word equal to p in F , and pk
denote the length of the cyclically reduced word conjugate to p in F . Alsok
5  .5let r x , . . . , x denote the minimal length of the values of the wordk1 m
 .r x , . . . , x obtained by substituting the elements of F for the variables1 m k
 .x , . . . , x . Obviously, the value of r x , . . . , x , which corresponds to the1 m 1 m
minimal length, is cyclically reduced.
< <LEMMA 1. Let p and q be words non-commutati¨ e in F and l G 100,k i
< X < Xl G 100, where 1 F i F m and all l , l are integers. Theni i i
5 l1 l
X
i lm l
X
m 5p q ??? p q G min A , B , .
5 5 < < < < . 5 5 < X < < X < .where A s p l q ??? q l y 20m q q l q ??? q l y 20m and1 m 1 m
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. < < < < . 5 5if p G q , then B s max p , 5 q l q ??? q l y 6m and if q G1 m
5 5 5 5 5 5. < X < X < .p , then B s max q , 5 p l q ??? q l y 6m .1 m
Proof. Let p and q be reduced words in the free group F . Supposek
that they are not cyclically reduced. Then p ' ay1 pa for some letter a andÄ
< < < <word p such that p s p y 2. Therefore,Ä Ä
5 l1 l
X
i lm l
X
m 5 5 y1 l1 l
X
i y1 lm l
X
m 5p q ??? p q s a p aq ??? a p aq .Ä Ä
If in the word in the right-hand side of the latter equation, there are no
cancellations between a"1 and the reduced forms of the powers of q, then
Lemma 1 is proved.
If there are such cancellations, then we can see that
5 y1 l1 l
X
i y1 lm l
X
m 5 5 l1 l
X
i lm l
X
m 5a p aq ??? a p aq s p q ??? p q ,Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
5 5 5 5 < < < < y1 5 5 5 5 < < < <where p s p , p - p , q s aqa , q s q , and q F q . Thus, weÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä
have reduced the original problem to a similar one with a smaller sum of
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the lengths of words that the expression in question consists of. Therefore,
without loss of generality, we can consider the words p and q as cyclically
reduced.
< < < < l j l
X
j l
X
j l jq 1Let p G q . If in none of the words p q , q p for every j such that
 .1 F j F m we consider m q 1 equal to 1 , one can cancel more than
5 520 q letters, then
5 l1 l
X
i lm l
X
m 5 5 5 < < < <p q ??? p q G p l q ??? q l y 20m .1 m
5 5 < X < < X <q q l q ??? q l y 20m . .1 m
l j l
X
j l
X
j l jq 1 5 5If in one of the words p q , q p , more than 20 q can be cancelled,
5 5 5 5then we have p ) 5 q as otherwise p and q would belong to a cyclic
subgroup of F .k
Let us consider the word pl j q l
X
j p l jq 1. If, while one is reducing this word,
the word ql
X
j cannot be wholly cancelled, then in each of the words pl j and
l jq 1 5 5 < < < < l
X
jp , fewer than p letters can be cancelled as p ) q . If q can be
wholly cancelled, then while continuing to reduce the word pl j q l
X
j p l jq 1 we
5 5 l j l jq 1cannot cancel more than p letters in each of the words p and p .
Otherwise, we have ql
X
j s q q and qy1 pq s q py1qy1 or qy1 pq s1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
q pqy1, which leads to qyl
X
j pq l
X
j s py1 or qyl
X
j pq l
X
j s p, whence p and q2 2
commute in F contrary to the data.k
5 5 l jThus, we cannot cancel more than 3 p letters in each of the words p
and pl jq 1 in the word pl j q l
X
j p l jq 1 Therefore,
5 l1 l
X
i lm l
X
m 5 < < < < < <p q ??? p q G p l q ??? q l y 6m s B .1 m
and the lemma is proved.
< < 5w l l x5LEMMA 2. If l is an integer and l G 100, then the inequality p , q G
< < w l l x4 l holds for any words p and q such that p , q / 1 in F . The equality cank
5 5 5 5be achie¨ ed only if p s q s 1 and each of the words p and q is conjugate
to its cyclically reduced form by means of the same word.
5 5 5 5 5w l l x5  .Proof. If p ) 1 or q ) 1, then by Lemma 1, p , q G min A, B ,
5 5 5 5. < < .  < < . < <  < <where A s p q q 2 l y 40 G 3 2 l y 40 ) 4 l and B G 5 2 l y
. < < 5w l l x5 < <12 ) 4 l . Hence p , q ) 4 l .
5 5 5 5When considering the case p s q s 1, we repeat the arguments
y1 < < < <used in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 1. If p s a pa, p s p q 2Ä Ä
and there are cancellations between the reduced forms of the powers of p
w l l x 5w l l x5 5w l l x5 y1and q in the word p , q , then p , q s p , q , where q s aqa ,Ä Ä Ä
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < < < < < < < <p s p , q s q , and p q q - p q q . Thus we can make use ofÄ Ä Ä Ä
5w l l x5 < <induction. Therefore, p , q G 4 l and the equality can be achieved
only if each of the words p and q is conjugate to its cyclically reduced
form by means of the same word.
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LEMMA 3. For any p and q that do not belong to one cyclic subgroup of
5w x5 5w d d x5F , the inequality p, q - p , q holds.k
y1 < < < <Proof. If p s a pa, p s p q 2 and there are cancellations betweenÄ Ä
w xthe reduced forms of the powers of p and q in the words p, q and
w d d x 5w x5 5w x5 5w d d x5 5w d d 5 y1p , q , then p, q s p, q , p , q s p , q , q s aqa , andÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä
< < < < < < < <p q q - p q q . Therefore, we can apply induction.Ä Ä
Thus, we need to consider only the case when p and q are cyclically
5 5 5 5 5w x5 5 5 5 5. 5 5reduced. Let p G q . Then p, q F 2 p q q F 4 p , but
5w d d x5 5 5 . 5w d d x5 5 5p , q G p 2 d y 40 by Lemma 1. Hence p , q ) 4 p G
5w x5p, q as d y 20 ) 2.
 . 5w x5 5  .5LEMMA 4. If ¨ p, q, t / 1 in F , then p, q - ¨ p, q, t .k
 .  .Proof. The word ¨ p, q, t can be represented in the form ¨ p, q, t s
w n n x ww d d xn w d d xn x ww d d xn w d d xn xf , g , where f s p , q , q , t and g s q , t , t , p .
 . 5  .5Therefore, by applying Lemma 1 to ¨ p, q, t , we obtain ¨ p, q, t G
5 5 5 5. .max f , g 2n y 40 . But by Lemmas 1 and 3,
d d d d5 5f G max p , q , q , t 2n y 40 . .
w x w x) p , q 2n y 40 ) p , q . .
5  .5 5w x5 . 5w x5Hence, ¨ p, q, t ) p, q 2n y 40 ) p, q .
5  .5 5  .5THEOREM 1. w x, y, z ) w x, y, z .2 3
Proof. First of all, we note that
2w x , y , z F 400h q 32 dn h 2n q 1 q h . 1 .  .  .3
5  .5Then we assume that for some p, q, and t from F , w p, q, t F2
5  .5  .w x, y, z and w p, q, t / 1 in F .3 2
5w d d x5 5w d d x5Suppose that one of the inequalities p , q ) 4d, q , t ) 4d,
5w d d x5and t , p ) 4d holds. Then by Lemmas 1 and 2,
2¨ p , q , t G 16d q 1 2n y 40 . 2 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .If u p, q and ¨ p, q, t commute in F , then in view of 1 and 2 , we2
have
w p , q , t s ¨ p , q , t h 2n q 1 q h r2 .  .  .
2G 16d q 1 2n y 40 h 2n q 1 q h r2 ) w x , y , z .  .  .  . 3
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 . .2  . 2  .as 16d q 1 2n y 40 h 2n q 1 q h r2 ) 400h q 32 dn h 2n q 1 q h .
 .  .If u p, q and ¨ p, q, t do not commute in F , then by using Lemmas 12
 .  .and 4 and inequalities 1 and 2 , we obtain
w p , q , t G ¨ p , q , t h 2n q 1 q h r2 y 20 .  .  . .
2G 16d q 1 2n y 40 h 2n q 1 q h r2 y 20 .  .  . .
) w x , y , z , . 3
 . .2  . . 2 for 16d q 1 2n y 40 h 2n q 1 q h r2 y 20 ) 400h q 32 dn h 2n q
.1 q h .
5  .5 5  .5 5w d d x5 5w d d x5Thus, if w p, q, t F w x, y, z , then p , q s 4d, q , t s3
5w d d x5 5 5 5 5 5 54d, and t , p s 4d. By Lemma 2, p s q s t s 1. But p, q, and
t belong to F . Therefore, the cyclically reduced forms of at least two of2
the words p, q, and t commute in F . Hence by Lemma 2, at least two of2
 .p, q, and t commute in F , which is not possible as w p, q, t / 1 in F .2 2
Now that we have compared the lengths of the shortest nontrivial values
 .of the word w x, y, z in F and F , we need to compare the lengths of the2 3
shortest nontrivial elements of the verbal subgroups of F and F defined2 3
 .by w x, y, z .
 .Let w F denote the verbal subgroup of F defined by the wordk k
 .  .w x, y, z . The construction and the study of the group w F are closelyk
 .  < :connected with the study of the groups G i s A R s 1, R g R andi
 .  < ` :G ` s A R s 1, R g R s D R and follow the patterns detailed inis1 i
w x  .5, 25.1, 29.3; 6 . Since the verbal subgroup w F is defined by a word ink
three variables, the process of introducing the defining relations of the
 .  < : w xgroups G i s A R s 1, R g R is different from that in 5, 29.3 andi
therefore, we must describe it here.
 .1 The set X of the periods of rank i is defined as a maximal set ofi
words, that are simple in rank i and whose length is equal to i, such that
some power A f of each of the words A g X is conjugate in rank i y 1 toi
 .the value of the word w x, y, z for some X, Y, and Z such that
 . iy1w X, Y, Z / 1, and if A, B g X and A is conjugate in rank i y 1 toi
B or By1, then A ' B.
 .2 The set R does not contain defining relations of the first type.i
 .  .3 The set of all triples of words X, Y, Z is partitioned into classes
 .  .C of triples X, Y, Z such that the values w X, Y, Z are conjugate inm
 .rank i y 1 and simultaneously the values ¨ X, Y, Z are conjugate in rank
 .i y 1. Let C , j s 1, 2, . . . , denote all the classes C of triples X, Y, ZA, j m
 . iy1  .such that w X, Y, Z / 1 and ¨ X, Y, Z is conjugate in rank i y 1 to a
power of A g X . In each of these classes C we can choose a triplei A, j
 .X , Y , Z in the following way. The word X is graphically equalA, j A, j A, j A, j
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to a power of a word B , where B is a period of rank F i or a wordA, j A, j
simple in rank i y 1, and B is graphically equal to A"1 if it is conjugateA, j
"1 y1to A in rank i y 1. Next, Y ' S Y S , where Y is graphicallyA, j A, j A, j A, j A, j
equal to a power of a word C and C is a period of rank F i or aA, j A, j
word simple in rank i y 1 such that C is graphically equal to A"1 if itA, j
is conjugate to A"1 in rank i y 1 and C ' B"1 if C and B"1 areA, j A, j A, j A, j
y1conjugate in rank i y 1. Then Z ' P Z P , where Z is graphi-A, j A, j A, j A, j A, j
cally equal to a power of a word D and D is a period of rank F i orA, j A, j
a word simple in rank i y 1 such that D is graphically equal to A"1 if itA, j
is conjugate to A"1 in rank i y 1 and D ' B"1 if D and B"1 areA, j A, j A, j A, j
conjugate in rank i y 1 and D ' C "1 if D and C "1 are conjugate inA, j A, j A, j A, j
rank i y 1. Given X , Y , and Z , the word S is chosen such that itA, j A, j A, j A, j
 y1 y1.has the minimal length and the triple X , S Y S , PZ P be-A, j A, j A, j A, j A, j
longs to C for some P. And given X , Y , Z , and S , the wordA, j A, j A, j A, j A, j
P is chosen such that it has the minimal length and the tripleA, j
 y1 y1.X , S Y S , P Z P belongs to C . The ordered setA, j A, j A, j A, j A, j A, j A, j A, j
 .  .X , Y , Z , S , P is called an A, j -quintuple.A, j A, j A, j A, j A, j
 .  .4 For each A, j -quintuple, we will introduce the defining word
 .  .R of rank j. Let f A, j be the integer such that ¨ X , Y , Z andA, j A, j A, j A, j
A f  A, j. are conjugate in rank i y 1. Then we put
R ' T «1 Anq1. f  A , j. ??? T «h Anqh. f  A , j. ,A , j A , j A , j
where T is a word minimal in rank i y 1 such thatA, j
iy1 y1T s W u X , Y W /A , j A , j A , j A , j A , j
and W is a word of the minimal length which satisfiesA, j
iy1 f  A , j. y1¨ X , Y , Z s W A W . /A , j A , j A , j A , j A , j
The set R is obtained by adding all R to R .i A, j iy1
 .The next step is to prove that the presentation G i satisfies condition
R.
LEMMA 5. Let A be a period of rank F i or a word simple in rank i and
f iy1 .  .A be conjugate in rank i to V X, Y, Z , where w X, Y, Z / 1. Then
< < y11 F f F 100z .
iy1 iy1 .  .Proof. If ¨ X, Y, Z s 1, then w X, Y, Z s 1 as « q ??? q1
< < y1« s 0. Therefore, f / 0. The inequality f F 100z follows from Lemmah
w x3 of 6 .
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< < y1 < f < < <LEMMA 6. T - 7z A - d A .A, j
Proof. For brevity, we put X ' X , Y ' Y , Z ' Z , S ' S ,A, j A, j A, j A, j
y1 y1 n1P ' P , W ' W . Besides that, Y ' SYS , Z ' PZP , X ' B , Y 'A, j A, j
C n2 , and Z ' Dn3.
Let us consider the equations
d d i l y11w xX , Y s U E U ;1 1 1
d d i l y12Y , Z s U E U ;2 2 2
d d i l y13w xZ , X s U E U ;3 3 3
n n
d d d d i l y1w xY , Z , Z , X s UE U ;
nn
d d d d i l9 y1w xX , Y , Y , Z s U9E9 U9 ,
where E , E , E , and E are periods of ranks F i or suitable words1 2 3
simple in rank i, and U , U , U , and U are minimal words satisfying the1 2 3
iy1 d d y1 . w xcorresponding equations. Since w X, Y, Z / 1 and X , SY S is
l1 w x w xconjugate in rank i to E , we can apply Lemma 3 of 6 and 30.2 of 5 and1
obtain
< < < < < < < <l E G z d n B ; 3 .1 1 1
< < < < < < < <l E G z d n C ; 4 .1 1 2
< < y2 < < < <S - 15z l E . 5 .1 1
w x  .  .  .Now we can apply Lemma 25.4 of 5 and the inequalities 3 , 4 , and 5
w n1 d n2 d y1 x i l1 y1to the equation B , SC S s U E U and get1 1 1
< < y2 < < < <U - 31z l E . 6 .1 1 1
w n3 d y1 n1 d x l3The commutator PD P , B is conjugate in rank i to E . Therefore,3
Ä i m1 Ä m2w xby Lemma 30.2 of 5 , there exists a word P such that P s B PD for
Ä y1 d d l3< <  < < < < < <.some integers m and m and P - 7z Z q X q E . By Lemma1 2 3
w x3 of 6 ,
< < < < < < < <l E G z d n D ; 7 .3 3 3
< < < < < < < <l E G z d n B . 8 .3 3 1
Hence
Ä y2< < < < < <P - 15z l E . 9 .3 3
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w n2 d y1 n3 d y1 x l2Similarly, the fact that SC S , PD P is conjugate in rank i to E2
yields
< < < < < < < <l E G z d n C ; 10 .2 2 2
< < < < < < < <l E G z d n D . 11 .2 2 3
< m1 < < < < < < m1 < < < < < < m1 <We will show that B - d l E or B - d l E or B -1 1 2 2
< < < < < m1 <  < < < < < < < < < < < <.d l E . Suppose that B G d = max l E , l E , l E . Then the3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3
 .  .  .  . < m1 <  < < < < < <.inequalities 5 , 9 , 10 , and 11 yield z B ) 2 S q d n C and2
m1 Ä m1< <  < < < < < <. < < < < < < < <z B ) 2 P q d n D . Also, z B ) l E . Note that l F3 2 2 1
y1 w x < < < <  .100z by Lemma 3 of 6 ; therefore B - E because of 3 . Hence1
m1 < < < < < <B ) d l E holds only if m ) d. Thus a reduced diagram D of1 1 1
n2 d y1 m1 Ä n3 d Äy1 ym1 l2w xconjugacy of the words SC S , B PD P B and E can be2
w x w xconsidered as an I-map. By applying Lemma 1 of 6 , Lemma 25.8 of 5 ,
d d iw x w xand Lemma 25.10 of 5 to D, we obtain X , Y s 1, which is not
possible.
< m1 <Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that B -
m1 Ä< < < < < < < < < <  .d l E . Then, since the inequalities P F B q P and 9 hold, we1 1
have
< < < < < < < < < <P - d l E q l E . 12 . .1 1 3 3
w x w n3 d y1 n1 d x iWe can apply Lemma 25.4 of 5 to the equation PD P , B s
l y13 < <  < < < < < < < < < <U E U and obtain the ineqauality U F a l E q 4 P q 2 d n D3 3 3 3 3 3 3
< < < <.q 2 d n B , which yields1
< < < < < < < < < <U - 3d l E q l E . 13 . .3 1 1 3 3
 .  .  .because of 12 , 7 , and 8 .
w x  .  .Similarly, we can apply Lemma 25.4 of 5 and the inequalities 12 , 5 ,
 .  . w n2 d y1 n3 d y1 x i l2 y110 , and 11 to the equation SC S , PD P s U E U and2 2 2
obtain
< < < < < < < < < < < < < <U - 3d l E q l E q l E . 14 . .2 1 1 2 2 3 3
w nl2 y1 nl3 y1 x i l y1Now we consider the equation U E U , U E U s UE U . By2 2 2 3 3 3
w xLemma 3 of 6 ,
< < < < < < < <l E G z n l E ; 15 .2 2
< < < < < < < <l E G z n l E . 16 .3 3
w xTherefore, Lemma 25.4 of 5 yields
< < < < < < < < < <U - 13d l E q l E 17 . .1 1
 .  .  .  .in view of 15 , 16 , 13 , 14 .
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w nl1 y1 nl2 y1 x i l9 y1Similarly, the equation U E U , U E U s U9E9 U9 leads to1 1 1 2 2 2
< < < < < < < <l9 E9 G z n l E ; 18 .1 1
< < < < < < < <l9 E9 G z n l E ; 19 .2 2
and
< < < < < < < < < <U9 - 13d l9 E9 q l E . 20 . .3 3
w nl9 y1 nl y1 x i f y1It remains to consider the equation U9E9 U9 , UE U s WA W .
w x w x  .  .As above, Lemma 3 of 6 and Lemma 25.4 of 5 , together with 16 , 17 ,
 .  .18 , and 20 , enable us to assert that
< < < < < < < <f A G z n l9 E9 ; 21 .
< < < < < < < <f A G z n l E ; 22 .
< < y1 < < < <W - 3z f A . 23 .
< < < <Therefore, taking into consideration the inequalities T - 2 W qA, j
<  . <  .  .  .  .  .  .u X, Y and 23 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 18 , 21 , we come to the conclusion that
< < y1 < f <T - 7z A .A, j
LEMMA 7. The word T cannot be equal in rank i to a power of A.A, j
Proof. It follows from the definitions that T is conjugate in rank i toA, j
 .  .  .  .  .  . w xu X , Y . But the inequalities 3 , 4 , 5 , 18 , 21 and Lemma 3 of 6A, j A, j
<  . < < <yield u X , Y - A r2. Therefore, T cannot be equal in rank i toA, j A, j A, j
w xa power of A by Lemma 22.4 of 5 .
 .  < :LEMMA 8. The presentation G s G ` s A R s 1, R g R satisfies
condition R.
Proof. Conditions R1 and R2 hold by Lemma 5. Lemmas 6 and 7
 .enable us to assert that R3 and R4 hold for G i . Finally, we can show
 .that the presnetation G i satisfies conditions R5 and R6 by repeating the
w x w xarguments of Lemma 29.2 of 5 and Lemma 29.3 of 5 .
< <  .  .LEMMA 9. If A s k, then G ` s F rw F .k k
The proof of Lemma 9 is similar to the corresponding part of the proof
w xof Theorem 30.1 of 5 .
Now we are able to compare the lengths of the shortest nontrivial
 .  .elements in w F and w F .2 3
LEMMA 10. If the label of the contour of a reduced diagram D is a
 .shortest nontri¨ ial element of w F , then D contains precisely one R-cell.k
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Proof. Since the label of the contour of D is a nontrivial word, the
number of R-cells in D cannot be equal to zero. We will show that the
number of R-cells in D cannot be greater than one.
w x  . < <By Lemma 23.16 of 5 , the perimeter of D is greater than 1 y a ­ P
 . < <for some cell P g D 2 . Hence ­D ) n. Let us divide the contour q of D
into three sections, q , q , and q , such that the difference between the1 2 3
lengths of any two of them is not greater than one. Then we have
1 1< < < < < <q y a - q - q q a 24 . .  .j3 3
for j s 1, 2, 3.
w xBy Theorem 22.1 of 5 , we can find a g-cell p in D with respect to the
division of q into q , q , and q . There are several cases that may arise.1 2 3
 .1 There exists asubmap G of contiguity of p to one of the sections
 .  .of the contour, say q , such that p , G, q ) g . Let s t s t s ­ p , G, q .1 1 1 1 2 2 1
< < < < w xIf t t is the contour of p , then t - g ­p . But by Lemma 21.1 of 5 , we1 1 1
y1 y1< < < <have s t s - 2g ­p . Therefore, we can cut the diagram D along the2 1 1
y1 y1 < < < <path u s s t s and get two diagrams D and D such that D - t q2 1 1 1 2 1 2
< < < < < < < <  .2g ­p - q q 2g ­p - q because of the inequality 24 and Lemma1
w x < < < < < < < < < < < <  . < <23.16 of 5 . Also, D - q y t q 2g ­p - q as t ) g y 2b ­p2 2 2
w xby Lemma 21.3 of 5 . Therefore, the labels of the contours of D and D1 2
are trivial words, which contradicts the terms of this lemma.
 .2 There exist submaps G and G of contiguity of p to q and q1 2 1 2
 .  .such that ­ p , G , q q ­ p , G , q ) g . Then there exists a minimal1 1 2 2
submap G of contiguity of p to q9 s q q which contains G and G . By1 2 1 2
repeating the arguments used above, we come to a contradiction.
 .3 There exist submaps G , G , and G of contiguity of p to q , q ,1 2 3 1 2
 .  .  .and q such that ­ p , G , q q ­ p , G , q q ­ p , G , q ) g . Let3 1 1 2 2 3 3
j j j j  .s t s t s ­ p , G , q for j s 1, 2, 3, and the contours ­p and q be1 1 2 2 j j
t1¨ t 3¨ t 2 ¨ and t1 w t 2 w t 3 w , respectively. The diagram D can be cut1 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 1
w xinto subdiagrams G , G , G , p , D , D , D . By Lemma 21.1 of 5 and Lemma1 2 3 1 2 3
w x < j < < < < < < j <23.16 of 5 , we have s - z ­p - 2z q for m s 1, 2. Therefore, t -m 1
1y1 . < < w x < < < <b q a q 4z q by Theorem 22.4 of 5 . Hence ­ G - q , whichj3
2< <  . < <means that G contains no R-cells. Besides that, w - q 2a q andj j 3
< < < < < < < < < <¨ - g ­p - 2g q . Therefore, D - q . Thus D does not contain anyj j j
R-cells either, which proves the lemma.
THEOREM 2. The length of a shortest nontri¨ ial element of the subgroup
 . 5  .5w F is w x, y, z .kk
Proof. Let H be the reduced form of a shortest nontrivial element of
 .w F . By Lemma 10, the word H is also the reduced form of the label ofk
w x < <  .y1 < <the contour of some R-cell p . By Lemma 23.16 of 5 , ­p - 1 y a H .
A. STOROZHEV844
According to the definition of the defining words, the label of the contour
of p is T «1 Anq1. f ??? T «h Anqh. f and for some integer i and the corre-
i y1  .sponding words X, Y, and Z the equations T s W u X, Y W and
i f y1 .¨ X, Y, Z s WA W hold. In view of the inequalities obtained in the
course of the proof of Lemma 6, we come to the conclusion that the
perimeter of each reduced diagram drawn with respect to any of these
< < < <equations is shorter than ­p r2 - H . Since the length of H is minimal,
0 y1 0 f y1 .  .we have T s W u X, Y W and ¨ X, Y, Z s WA W . Therefore H is
 .the reduced form of the value w X, Y, Z , which proves the theorem.
 .COROLLARY. The shortest nontri¨ ial element of w F is longer than the2
 .shortest nontri¨ ial element of w F .3
Proof. This follows immdiately from Theorems 1 and 2.
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